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ABSTRACT 

 
 Undoubtedly, the element of will plays a fundamental role in contracts and transactions and particularly in materialization of contracts 

as the undermining of wills will affect the status of contracts from a view of authenticity and invalidation, enforcement or lack of 

enforcement. One of the factors that clearly makes defective the will of the parties to the contract is duress(coercion), however, few groups 
of scholars maintain that the contract of the compelled  is done with intention and consent and the determination and the way the legal 

action is performed is complete,i.e. the compelled not only has the intention but he also has transaction consent, but to the contrary, most of 

the Imamia scholars maintain that duress affects the will of the compelled an makes it defective, however, which element of the will be 
made defective is a matter of controversy. Some believe duress will engender the intention to lose while pother hold that it will result in 

consent to destroy or to defect where this in itself will involve authentication or invalidation, enforcement or non- enforcement of the 

contract by the compelled. In any way, belief in any theory with respect to the contract of the compelled is contingent upon establishment or 
non -establishment of general circumstances of the authentication of the trade dealings including intention and consent. This research seeks 

to investigate the contract in question and to explain the thereof mandate. 
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1. Statement of the problem: 

 The governing principle of will is a main 

philosophical principle that has drawn the attention of 

the lawyers from centuries ago and has been the basis 

of the commitments and obligations in such a away 

"will" was thought as the source of any rights and 

duties and today despite the hegemony of special 

schools in the nineteenth century, the prevailing 

principle of will and freedom of contracts and have 

not completely lost their significance and people's 

will could engender rights and duties for them. 

However, this will must be a means to provide the 

interest and rights of the society. Concluding a 

contract and setting its terms are in essence free, but, 

whenever it is deemed necessary the state will 

intervene and thus confine the freedom of the parties 

to the contract so as to fulfill social interests and 

respect justice principles. Hence, it is through this 

channel that "duress" could be fulfilled in doing or 

formation of a legal action. A main question that 

arises is while people should have a will for the 

conclusion of a legal action in dealings and 

transaction and particularly in the materialization of 

the contracts by the parties and as the fundamental 

fault of like"duress" emerges and wills, how will the 

state of contracts look like in terms of authenticity and 

invalidation and what reasons and evidence does any 

theory refer? This research aims to answer these 

questions. 

 

2. Will and its nature:  

 Lexically speaking, will means ask, demand, 

intend and choose. Ragheb esfahani [25] has defined 

will as meaning efforts and endeavor to demand 

something and in various scientific terms it has 

different meanings. Scholars hold" Will is a trait that 

requires the preference of one of two destined affairs 

over the other" (Jorjnai, Bita, p.78). Some have 

considered will as the enthusiasm or sourceof 

enthusiasm of man to do or of omission [36]. Some of 

the jurisprudents maintain will is a state that follows 

enthusiasm [39,15]. In legal terms, will is defined as 

the movement of soul towards to specific work after 

its enthusiasm and interest of are conceived and 

verified [11]. Scholars of jurisprudence have in 

conformity with lawyers striven to define will. Will is 

defined as emphatic enthusiasm by which decision 

and determination is taken over a specific something 
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[35]. The exact definition of will is dependent on a 

mental investigation and analysis of its stages and 

preliminaries, i.e. an investigation of factors that are 

created inside man and the process of these stages will 

lead to the fulfillment of the will. 

 

2.1. Mental stages of will:  

 By mental stages, it is meant some various stages 

going through the man's soul so that an action is 

performed. Law scholars and some other experts have 

enumerated tetrad stages for the materialization of a 

voluntary action, though; some too have considered 

these stages as being three or five; the tetrad stages 

are as follow: 

- Conception stage: It is clear that doing a 

voluntary action won't be possible unless its subject is 

conceived. 

- Authentication and verification stage: The person 

will investigate causes and motivations as well as 

their probable damage and interests accurately so that 

one of them is chosen. 

- Decision ad consent stage: In this stage all the 

doubts are removed and man has reached a certainty, 

in fact, some sort of enthusiasm and eagerness will 

appear in man and he seeks to do the job in question. 

This stage is called "enthusiasm" [26], and "will and 

intention"[26] in reasonable science terms while 

jurisprudents call it as "emphatic enthusiasm) [35]. 

Lawyers call it "consent". In this stage the intention of 

making thought as the main and constructive element 

of a legal action is not yet achieved because consent 

and decision are not creative and constrictive and they 

just provide the ground for making and creating a 

legal action. 

- Execution of decision stage: Here, a conceived 

affair is created and becomes objective, in other 

words, this stage of execution and creation is a 

conceived affair for which an internal consent and 

agreement is already created. The creation of a 

conceived affair is called the intention of making in 

the legal terms. 

 

3. Faults of the will:  

 In the Imamia jurisprudence the "intention" of the 

parties to the contract towards the object of the 

contract is a main condition of contract andin the view 

of all the Imamia scholars, without the intention and 

will of any of the parties to the contract, the concept 

of contract will not be materialized. Of the faults and 

impairments of will is "duress" that highly contributes 

to the lack of formation of a" sound will" and 

undermining of it. For scholars the person, in his 

decisionmaking, must be free and possesses a will 

power and his intent of making must be based on his 

willingness and consent. Duress is a matter of 

discussion that is inconsistent with free will, hence, 

while explaining the effects of duress  it is imperative 

the sense of free will be examined so to understand 

the effects of duress over the will of the parties to the 

contracts. 

 

 

4. Free will: Lexically:  

 It means "sacrifice", choose and prefer something 

and in another interpretation it is freedom and 

dominance in something [2,33,24]. In Persian, free 

will is applied as meaning choose, power over 

something by one's will and prefer something over 

another and also it means freedom and dominance 

[24]. 

 Idiomatically, free will is synonymous with its 

lexical meaning and means some heartfelt consent as 

a result of which a person will perform a legal action 

[11]. In accordance with the legal definitions, we can 

state that this term has had three meanings in the 

literature of scholars and lawyers. 

- Free will against coercion which is a state upon 

which man performs his action by choice without 

being subdued by the latter. 

- As meaning to prefer and choose an action than 

the other, this sense corresponds with the lexical 

meaning of free will 

- Free will is when the doer does his action on his 

agreement and willpower and no coercion or pressure 

ever threatens him, hence, free will in this sense 

stands against duress. 

 

5. Jurisprudents' purpose of the "conditional" free 

will among the parties to the contract:  

 The scholars have considered free will as the 

same" consent and willingness" standing against 

"reluctance (discontent and lack of tendency) and 

"dissatisfaction" not against coercion or automatism. 

They maintain parties must proceed to strike a deal 

upon their agreement and without any reluctance so 

that their legal action is enforced and involves 

consequences. They do not mean the parties must not 

be coerced and obliged, because if someone is 

coerced, he has no will or power of choice and his 

dealing is in principle and from the very bottom null 

and void, rather they claim the person must act upon 

his satisfaction and consent and not upon abomination 

[4]. As the great Sheikh Ansari (May God blesses 

him) has stated in this regard: 

 "Of the conditions of the parties is free will and 

intention to make the deal through by their agreement 

and willpower against any sort of abomination or 

reluctance. Free will is not against coercion" [4,21].  

As understood from the words of this man, free will is 

meant as "consent and will power that stands against 

reluctance not coercion. 

 To the contrary, some of the scholars, while 

affirming the necessity of consent and will power, 

have considered free will otherwise and defined it as 

the "conclusion of a transaction without reluctance" 

[12,29,15]. From this view, the making of a contract 

is based on the intention of the conclusion of "origin" 

and when there is no intention, there will be no 

making either. On the other hand, choosing something 

is actually or credibly hinges upon the fact that in the 
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view of the chooser, its existence is preferred over its 

absence and these preferences will render the desire 

of the soul towards that thing and sense of belonging. 

It is the very desire interpreted as "willingness". Thus, 

the necessity for intending the legal action in its 

making shall mean the requirement of choosing it and 

the credibility of willingness" [16]. 

 So by this condition (i.e. condition of the free 

will by the parties) it is not meant willingness because 

the other condition (i.e. the intention to make the legal 

action) suffices that and by the condition of free will 

it is meant "requirement of lack of duress" not 

anything else, therefore, the contract of the compelled 

not because of dissatisfaction or absence of 

willingness, rather because of the fulfillment of title 

"duress" is not correct and valid [12]. In other 

interpretation, in case a contract is through by way of 

duress, the consent of the deal party is the condition 

and hence, the contract will render null and void [28]. 

 

6. Effects of duress:  

 In spite of the fact Imamia scholar s do not 

consider contract and conclusion resulting from 

duress as effective and obliging, but they have 

difference of views in terms of the effects of duress 

on the will of the compelled and the basis of the non- 

enforcement of the duress based transaction  whether 

the non-enforcement of a duress related transaction is 

due to the "defects of the dealer's will" or based on the 

"mandate of the legislator" it is due to respecting the 

social order and interest .Theories are of three types in 

this regard: 

 

6.1. Theory of having the intention and consent in a 

duress related contract:  

 Few groups of scholars maintain the contract of 

the compelled has been done with intention and 

consent and the determination and the way the legal 

action is performed is complete [31]. Because, the 

compelled not only has the intention but he also 

has,"transaction satisfaction". Duress based contract, 

though not in compatibility with the temperament of 

the compelled, but it is in concordance with his 

rational reasoning and his wisdom (to remove more 

damages) becomes contented to it. In other words, 

there is rational consent, but due to some obstacles, 

i.e. "being duress", the contract will be null and void 

[29]. Put it another way, conditional consent in the 

authenticity of transactions, is not deemed as the 

initial consent –compatible with temperament, rather 

it is "agreement to the conclusion of the contract", 

where this sort of satisfaction exist in the compelled. 

By the way, this theory, since it considers the 

existence of intention as being dependent upon 

consent is of high significance and because it 

considers as sound the will of the compelled and 

recognizes him as having "necessary consent" is taken 

to be an exaggeration. 

 

6.2. Theory of lack of intention:  

 Most of the Imamia scholars hold duress affects 

the will of the compelled and makes it defective, 

however, which element of the will be made defective 

is a matter of controversy. Some believe duress will 

engender the intention to lose while pother hold that it 

will result in consent to destroy or to defect. 

Describing the loss of the intention, the first group 

explain that the compelled will intend the words and 

terms without having demanded their object, i.e. the 

compelled lie a witty has the intention of words and 

terms, but due to reluctance and a lack of internal 

consent and agreement, he will never in his mind 

intend the results thereof. To criticize this view we 

can say that should the compelled does not have the 

intention of the results and consequences, no contract 

will be through at all so that it is enforced by later 

permission, because, the intention of the results is 

thought to be the constructive element of any legal 

action .In fact, negation of the required intention is 

negation of the truth of the contract [23]. Thus, it 

should be said that in the contract of the compelled, 

both the intention of the words and meanings and 

intention of the conclusion of the object of the 

contract is achieved in reality, unless the will of the 

compelled is not a result of internal consent and 

willingness. 

 

6.3. Theory of lack of consent:  

 Most of the scholars believe duress is not meant 

to prevent the intention, rather "agreement for 

transaction" is lost,. In other words, the compelled has 

the intention and decision to do the deal –he has 

agreement in the contract. However, this intention and 

decision is not a result of heartfelt satisfaction and 

willingness [20,4]. 

 

7. Authenticity and invalidation of the compelled 

contract and its ground: 

7.1. Theory of the invalidation of the contract by the 

compelled:  

 Two groups of theorists have faith in the 

invalidation of the contract of the compelled; of 

course, each group has explained the causes of the 

invalidation separately: 

a) The first theory: This group has considered the 

reason why the contract of the compelled s nullified 

as because of "absence of intention by the compelled 

". Put it another way, as the main pillar of the contract 

finalization, no contract will in principle be 

materialized. This group of scholars consider 

satisfaction and willingness as synonymous with the 

intention and state since the compelled lacks consent, 

he lacks the intention as a result and the negation of 

consent is in association with the negation of the 

intention .in fact, the reason why intention by the 

compelled is not fulfilled goes back to the absence of 

"consent" in him. 

 Of course, scholars believing in the nullification 

of the contract of the compelled have resorted to the 

Holy Book (Nesa, verse, 29), the Tradition of the 
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Prophet [10], the logic of the sage [16], and 

consensus. This sounds that the claim of consensus 

with relation to the nullification of the contract of the 

compelled is not correct because, the issue of 

controversy and most of whom believe in non-

enforcement not in the nullification of the contract by 

the compelled [22]. 

b) The second theory: The other group maintains that 

since the compelled does not in essence intend the 

conclusion of the contract in reality (not the fact that 

his lack of consent will lead to lack of intention).They 

maintain the person facing duress is only compelled 

by words not by the intention of results, and hence, to 

get rid of the predicament, he applies the words like a 

witty but does not intend the content of the contract. 

 The writer of the book Jawaher Akkalam 

considers the compelled as the words of the witty and 

insane. In other words, as no intention is regarded to 

be materialized with the witty and insane, the 

compelled has a similar condition. To get rid of the 

predicament, he states some words by way of 

spoonerism but, does not intend the results; of course 

it should be born in mind that those believing in the 

nullification have mostly regarded satisfaction as 

being synonymous with the hoy verse. 

 

7.2.Theory of authenticity of the contract of the 

compelled and its non-enforcement:  

 Unlike people who believe in the invalidation of 

the contract of the compelled absolutely, there are 

people who state the contract of the compelled is 

correct but non obliging and is completed by later 

permission .For this group of people, "intention and 

consent" are two separate subjects and they are not an 

association between loss of consent and lack of 

materialization of the intention. This group believe in 

the non-enforcement of the contract of the compelled 

based on two grounds. 

a) Non enforcement because of lack of consent: It is 

quoted by scholars that the contract of the compelled 

just lacks "consent and willingness"but possesses 

"intention", they argue the party to the contract has 

the intention of making whereas he lacks consent 

when executing the contract and there is no reason 

willingness should be in line with the execution of the 

contract, rather, it suffices for it to be attached after 

the conclusion [5]. In this regard, Sheikh Ansari 

states:"by free will it is meant one of the conditions of 

the parties to the contract, the intention to conclude 

the content of the contract is upon consent and 

willingness, unlike duress in which despite the fact 

the compelled has the intention to make, he lacks the 

intention to conclude the content of the contract by 

way of consent and willingness. Thus, Duress won't 

damage the intention, rather it'll destroy consent and a 

contract without consent will be made ineffective and 

non-obliging and in case consent is appertained to the 

contract,it'll be made complete [5]". 

b) Non-enforcement because of the legislator's 

mandate (Lawgiver): Here, the view is there is the 

"intention to make "in the duress contract and 

also"agreement "towards it exists, of course, by 

"consent"it is transaction consent or secondary 

consent. The fact the compelled, despite duress begins 

to find solutions an makes choices, he, chooses less 

risks and attempts to expel the corrupt and corruption 

so to get rid of the risk .The compelled in here is like 

the distressful who possesses choice and free will .For 

late Seif Mohamad Kazem Tabatabaei Yazdi, the 

compelled though has no consent and willingness in 

the very beginning, to get rid of that action, he shall 

find a secondary agreement. 

 Consent in dealings does not mean that the deal is 

necessarily in favor of the deal party unless it will be 

deemed necessary all the transactions the person do 

and hence, are not in agreement with his heartfelt 

desires and does them helplessly and he is reluctant 

towards it, they are not valid .In other words, it is 

meant the transaction consent that exists the 

distressful too and it is on a basis that lawful duress is 

correct like the duress by the judge.. Thus, the 

requirement of principles and rules is that duress 

contract is correct like an emergency, however, the 

reason why it is not effective is the rule of the 

Lawgiver that involves the implications resulting 

from a duress contract and the main reason of the 

mandate for making the duress contract null is the 

Hadith (words of the prophet) of removal. 

 The writer of Nahjatol Faghahe too states 

unauthenticated duress contract (non-enforcement) is 

because of the rule of Lawgiver. He maintains: The 

compelled will choose the deal between the 

performing of the deal and the personal tolerance 

resulting from threats and this choice of dealing 

means the compelled has preferred it over the person 

resulting from threats and found some desires towards 

the transactionand this desire is consent. Hence, the 

compelled in a duress based contract has intention and 

consent. Finally, it is the Lawgiver that due to the 

illegitimacy of the threats will remove the 

implications of a duress action and the reason for the 

non-enforcement of a duress contract is the Hadith of 

removal in the first place. Although, for establishing 

non-enforcement, there is the possibility of invoking 

the verse of Tejara An Taraz (trade out of consent), 

because by mutual consent, it is means absence of 

duress. Thus, the theory of non-enforcement rule for 

the duress contract is a mandate contrary to the rule. 

 

Conclusion: 

 We can infer out of the material mentioned that 

the main difference arises out of the intention to 

conclude. If we regard the intention of the conclusion 

as by words (as those who believe in the authenticity 

and non-enforcement of the contract bythe compelled) 

in this case when the compelled, in the very 

beginning, makes a contract (by words), even he has 

no consent and agreement, the contract has certainly 

been through by force, however, it lacks the element 

of willingnessand hence, the contract will be made 
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complete should the element is attached to it. 

However, if we do not regard the making (conclusion) 

as by words, and regards it by the intention of the 

parties to the contract, i.e. the making will be through 

by intention which is a mind affair. In this way, in the 

contract of sale, the seller will have imagined in his 

own soul the making one moment before he applies 

the word off selling. 

 In this case, there will be no making (conclusion) 

for the compelled and no contract will be through in 

order that we issue its non-enforcement rule. In fact 

the compelled is not considered to be a compelled in 

his own soul (contrary to the words).The compelled 

won't demand for the materialization of duress 

contract and if the word is applied, it is just for usage 

not for a serious will and hence, none of its 

preliminaries including conception, authenticity to 

usefulness, emphatic enthusiasm and obsession of the 

soul and then the making won't be fulfilled in him. 

Thus, the corruption of the contract in this regard is 

due to the loss of the making not because of consent 

and is this truth. 
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